formula, incorporating lowest-order preasymptotic corrections, has also been given.
Although the asymptotic form of 5n'(r) is valid for "suQiciently" large z, it is not obvious that the use of Eg. (I) is justified for the first few nearestneighbor shells. This point can be quite significant for some problems because it is precisely the nearneighbor shells at which the induced polarization is largest and must therefore be treated accurately. In order to calculate 6 '(nr) for these smaller values of z, it is necessary to specify the full wave-number and energy dependence of the conduction-electron scattering amplitude. Although the energyshell scattering amplitude is essentially fixed by the Friedel sum rule Z' , = 5~;(~,)/v, the off-energy-shell scattering amplitude is sensitive to details of the electron wave functions and the bare impurity potential and can therefore be expected to be somewhat model dependent.
Our objective has been the numerical calculation of 6n'(r) for three somewhat different, but reasonable, models for the electron-ion interaction. The encouraging conclusion which we have drawn is that the model dependence of the results is quite minimal provided physical self-consistency restrictions are maintained.
On the other hand, the calculated results are found to differ not only in magnitude but also in sjgz from those predicted by use of the simple asymptotic form at the first-nearest-neighbor shells.
In Sec. II the required details of the calculation of 5n '(r) n'(r) = n'"(r)+n'"(r)+n'"(r)+n'"(r), where the various terms are given by n'"(r)=24' (r)c, (r)(C' "C, , ), n', e(r) =BC f"(r)B-"(r) (C'", C"-. n'"(r)=Z a"-*(r)e, . (r) (C'-". C.. .), &'"(r) = Z a"*-, (r)a"-(r)(C'"-, . C"-. The major self-consistency requirement to be im,-iosed on this calculation is the Friedel sum rule. To see how this constrains parameters, write Eq. (7) as no(r)+ 58'(r ), where the "unperturbed" Blochelectron density is given by the first term on thẽ rr, ri (&) (g-')(c-'-) (lob) The contour of the g integration is shown in Fig. 1 and f(f) denotes the usual Fermi function. Although our numerical results are given for the T-0 limit, the finite-temperature formalism is convenient for motivating the transformations of integrals described in Sec. IV. In Eq. (10), Z~(g) At such points, B-"(r) = e'" ' ' B"-(0), (16a) and B"-(0) will be approximated by a plane wave orthogonalized to the occupied wave functions of a single ion core. Thus, at lattice po~nts, 
. (17) Note, however, that Bloch functions are still required in the calculation of the matrix elements which enter the scattering amplitude. With this exception, the calculation is reduced to an electron-gas problem. In the same way, a single factor of o appears in each of Eqs. (8b) and (8c).
As a further simplification, C~"(r) = P~( r) will be used in subsequent calculations. This is justified by their large overlap. Thus, from Eq. (6) 
The m sum runs over the five azimuthal quantum numbers corresponding to the d(l = 2) states. The (20) where a, = f drr~j2(kr)y"(r) (21a) e""(r)=q, (r)F, (r) .
As discussed in Sec. II, we take 1024~~2 +y2g8 .s 128
In the present calculation, k~, qTF, and X were taken to be 0. 74laz', 0. 971ao', and 2. 50az', respectively. Thus,
The electron density of states is taken to be that of a free-electron system, N~(&), and the square bracket in Eq. (26b) has to be evaluated at energy
Np(e') = ink/2k g x( -9go -105qo& -1040eoe +1575eoe +525@~0& +189qoq +45@op +5g ) . (29d) The parameters $1 fo and & in the above equations are defined as
The spectral function can now be given by r, (~) 
,(~) =4vs (e'~+ EI) ('f+ 6y )
x(-9m~-105q~q -945q~c +1575q~q +525q~e +189qFe +45e~q +5q ) . (s4) For this FBW model, we find that the three consistency requirements mentioned previously are well satisfied for~= 5. The resulting spectral functions for Z'"=0. 5 and 4. 5, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 4 Since the angular dependence of V"-~is given by Y2 (k), we easily find 
In our numerical work, we found it convenient to transform Eq. (39) (44) while Eqs. (14) and (15a) can be used to write G;,(4~+ iO') = -e"4 "I") sing(4~)/I "(e~) . (45) Using these results in Eq. (CSE) models. The computed 6n'(r) for these three models is shown in Fig. 5 for Z"=0. 5. It is important to note that the results for all three models are rather similar. In particular, there is agreement as to the sign of 5n'(r) at the first-nearest-neighbor distance, although the predicted magnitudes differ somewhat.
Also, the relative phase and positions of nodes in 5n'(r) were found to be insensitive to variations in the parameter X provided~was chosen to maintain self-consistency in the sense of Sec. III. Corresponding changes in the magnitude of 5n'(r) near the nearest-neighbor distance were within 30%%uo. The general consistency of these facts suggests that the phase or relative sign of 5d'(r) is given accurately by any of the present models, although uncertainty in the magnitude is of order 50%%uo for small r. On the other hand, the asymptotic form, Eq. (1), differs in sign from our computed 5n'(r) in the neighborhood of the first nearest neighbor. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for Z'"=0. 5 The spatial dependence of the polarization per spin produced in a free-electron metal by a magnetic ion has been calculated in the Friedel-Anderson picture. Three different models were used to describe the scattering of electrons by the impurity. Provided the resonance was described consistently, all three models led to essentially the same results for 5n'(r) even at the first-nearest-neighbor distance. On the other hand, the asymptotic form, Eq. (1), was found to be even of opposite sjgyg in this range.
To simplify applications of the present results, an interpolation formula of convenient analytical form has been given. The application of these reAs mentioned in Sec. II, the impurity resonance state is described by In order to evaluate the overlap integral in Eq.
(A8), we shall study the term (As) suits to the calculation of hyperfine fields in alloys will be discussed elsewhere. Eppes, "(r) =ZZ &k (r)l "*-, 2 . " f(f) 4&,"(r) . f(f ) &"(t;) y'g"(r)G'""(L )y,"(r) mj (Bl) according to Eqs. (16b) and (8'7b) . The m sum yields a factor 5/4z and the f integral can be transformed as in Sec. IV. Using the large y form for &"(g) as given by Eqs. (44) and (45) for G~~(f), the asymptotic form of Eq. (Bl) becomes
